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Abstract: The concept of operator is exceedingly important in many areas as a tool of theoretical studies and practical applications. Here, we introduce the operator theory of computing, opening new opportunities for the exploration of computing devices, networks, and processes. In particular, the operator approach allows for the solving of many computing problems in a more general context of operating spaces. In addition, operator representation of computing devices and their networks allows for the construction of a variety of operator compositions and the development of new schemas of computation as well as network and computer architectures using operations with operators. Besides, operator representation allows for the efficient application of the axiomatic technique for the investigation of computation.
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1. Introduction

The concept of an operator in mathematics stands for mapping or transformation from one space (set of elements) to another space. Linear maps are the basic operators on vector spaces. Linear operators (such as differentiation and integration) act on vector spaces of functions. The term operator is also used to denote a mathematical operation (like square root). In computer programming, a set of operators such as arithmetic-, comparison-, and logical-operators are supported by programming languages. The first textbook on operator theory [1] by Stefan Banach was published in 1932.

The concept of operator spans many disciplines as an important tool of theoretical studies and practical applications [2]. For instance, operators have become one of the most important tools in theoretical physics, especially quantum mechanics (see, e.g., [3,4]). In quantum mechanics, operators are represented as matrices, column vectors, and differential equations in an equivalent way. In mathematics, there is operator theory, which studies operators in Hilbert or Banach spaces (see, e.g., [5–7]). Operators are also becoming an important tool in information theory (see [8–11]). Many programming languages use operators. For instance, the programming language Python divides its operators into seven groups: arithmetic operators, assignment operators, comparison operators, logical operators, identity operators, membership operators, and bitwise operators [12]. The programming language Java divides its operators into five groups: arithmetic operators, assignment operators, comparison operators, logical operators, and bitwise operators [13].

Computing devices are information transformers and generators. That is why in this work, we develop operator models of computing devices and study their properties based on the unified operator theory [1].
2. Operator Modeling

In the context of this theory, we have the following definitions.

**Definition O1.** An operator is an object (system) that operates, i.e., performs operations on some objects, systems, or processes, which are called operands of this operator.

This brings us to the following definition.

**Definition O2.** An operand is an object, system, or process operated by an operator.

These definitions show that being an operator or an operand is a role and a characteristic of a system. One and the same system/object can be an operator in some situations and an operand in other situations. In a similar way, a system/object can be an operator with respect to some systems and not an operator with respect to other systems. All operators are systems, but not all systems are operators since subsequent to their formation, some systems can exist in substantial isolation from their environment to all intents and purposes.

Definitions O1 and O2 express the fundamental dyadic relation between operators and their operands, which is actualized in the form of the operator triad:

\[
\text{Operator} \rightarrow \text{Operation/function} \rightarrow \text{Operand}
\]

The operator triad is a special case of the basic fundamental triad [14]. In the symbolic representation, the operator triad has the form

\[(\text{Op}, \text{on}, \text{Od})\]

where Op is an operator, on is an operation, and Od is an operand.

To construct a general mathematical operator theory in some domain, for example, in the realm of computations, it is necessary to organize the multiplicity of relevant operands in the form of an operating space, i.e., the space that is transformed by an operator.

Different types of operators function in distinct operating spaces. For instance, operators of quantum mechanics use Hilbert spaces as their operating space. Information operators function in information spaces. As there are diverse types of information, representation of them by operators demands different types of information spaces. Based on the general theory of information, we can differentiate syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, algorithmic, cognitive, emotional, and effective information spaces.

Consequently, modeling computing devices by information operators, we can treat them as tools for transformation and generation of distinct kinds of information. Here, we consider syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information and corresponding information spaces.

In the case of digital computing devices, both physical and abstract, syntactic information spaces are systems of formal, artificial, or natural languages. For instance, taking such an abstract computing device as a Turing machine, we come to the syntactic information space, which consists of all formal languages with the alphabet of this Turing machine. In the case of finite automata, it is possible to utilize syntactic information spaces of three types. A syntactic information space of the first type consists of all symbols from the alphabet of the finite automaton. A syntactic information space of the second type consists of all symbols denoting states of the finite automaton. A syntactic information space of the third type consists of all formal languages with the alphabet of the finite automaton.

Digital computing devices process information in symbolic form, transforming words of some languages. Analog/physical computational processes are based on mapping between physical spaces. Consequently, both physical and abstract, syntactic information spaces are systems of formal, artificial, or natural languages. This implies that treating these devices as operators, we encounter operands of five types: (physical) data, separate symbols, words, texts, and languages and families of languages.

For instance, taking such an abstract computing device as a Turing machine, we come to the syntactic operating space, which consists of all formal languages with the alphabet of this Turing
machine. At the same time, it is possible to take the space of all strings in some alphabet as the syntactic operating space of a Turing machine.

In the case of finite automata, it is possible to utilize syntactic information spaces of four types. A syntactic information space of the first type consists of all symbols from the alphabet of the finite automaton. A syntactic information space of the second type consists of all symbols denoting states of the finite automaton. A syntactic information space of the third type consists of all words from the formal languages with the alphabet of the finite automaton. A syntactic information space of the fourth type consists of all formal languages with the alphabet of the finite automaton.

The majority of abstract automata (computing devices) work with linear (i.e., one-dimensional) languages. However, there are also abstract automata (computing devices) that work with more sophisticated structures. For instance, Kolmogorov algorithms work with arbitrary graphs [15], Turing machines work with two-dimensional tapes, two-dimensional cellular automata work with two-dimensional structures, while structural machines work with arbitrary structures [16].

As the result, operators representing different abstract automata (computing devices) have different syntactic operating spaces.

Operators that represent Kolmogorov algorithms are Kolmogorov computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is a collection of formal graph languages, i.e., languages words of which are graphs, while the definability domain consists of enumerable (recursively computable) graph languages [15].

Operators that represent two-dimensional cellular automata [17] are two-dimensional cellular computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is the collection of two-dimensional array languages, i.e., whose language words are two-dimensional arrays, while the definability domain consists of all enumerable (recursively computable) two-dimensional array languages.

Operators that represent structural machines are structural computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is the collection of structural languages, i.e., whose language words are structures, while the definability domain consists of all enumerable (recursively computable) structural languages.

Operators that represent Turing machines with one-dimensional tapes are one-dimensional Turing computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is the collection of formal languages, while the definability domain consists of all recursively enumerable (recursively computable) languages.

Operators that represent Turing machines with two-dimensional tapes are two-dimensional Turing computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is the collection of two-dimensional formal languages, while the definability domain consists of all recursively enumerable (recursively computable) two-dimensional languages.

Semantic information spaces can also have a different nature. For instance, in the semantic information theory of Bar–Hillel and Carnap, a semantic information space consists of possible worlds [18]. Often a semantic information space is a conceptual space, as in reference [19]. In the theory of epistemic information, a semantic information space is a conceptual space [9,10]. In the semantic information theory of Shreider, a semantic information space is a thesaurus as a system of texts and semantic relations between these texts [20]. Utilization of semantic information spaces in modeling of computing devices by information operators allows for the studying of semantic aspects of computation, computing systems, and networks.

Natural computation is physical computation performed through the dynamics of physical bodies [21], and involves information spaces of physical states (morphologies) of the systems undergoing spatiotemporal transformations [22–25]. In robotics, specific morphological computation that offloads computational tasks of control to the natural physical behavior and morphology of the robot body itself is presented, for example, by the authors of [26,27]. The conceptual model connecting subsymbolic (physical) and symbolic (formal language-based) levels of computation is given by Ehresmann [28].
3. Conclusions

To conclude, it is necessary to remark that operator modeling of computing devices—both abstract and physical—allows for the application of various constructions and results from the mathematical operator theory to automata, algorithms, and computations, presenting the following possibilities.

First possibility: Operator representation of computing devices allows for the formulating and solving of many computing device and network problems in a more general context in operating spaces of operators.

Second possibility: Operator representation of computing devices allows for the construction of a variety of operator compositions (operations) and the development of new schemas of computation as well as new network and computer architectures using operations with (composition of) operators.

Third possibility: Operator representation of computing devices allows for the efficient application of the axiomatic technique for the investigation of algorithms and computations.

Operator modeling of computing devices also presents various problems for further research. For instance, an interesting problem is to build a general mathematical description of operator spaces and to study operators in these spaces. One more interesting problem is the construction and exploration of operator algebras with nonstandard operations. There are different models of quantum computing involving dissimilar quantum theories [29]. Thus, an important task is to develop a unified operator theory of quantum computing.
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